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A spider tricks other animals into thinking a melon can talk.
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Kindergarten-Grade 2-Another of Kimmel's retellings of the fabled African spider and his escapades,

joining Anansi and the Moss-Covered Rock (1990) and Anansi Goes Fishing (1992, both Holiday).

In this tale, lazy Anansi eats his way into Elephant's melon but is then too bloated to crawl out. The

always sneaky spider decides it is a perfect opportunity to play a trick and so convinces the animal

that he owns a talking melon. Elephant can't wait to share his discovery with King Monkey. Along

the way he is joined by Hippo, Warthog, Ostrich, Rhino, and Turtle. King Monkey, skeptical at first,

becomes irate when the melon insults him. Of course, the resulting mayhem only adds to Anansi's

delight. The same elements that made Kimmel's earlier books popular are in evidence here. The

snappy narration is well suited for individual reading or group sharing. The colorful line-and-wash

illustrations are filled with movement and playful energy. Stevens's anthropomorphic animals are

both expressive and endearing. A surefire hit.Heide Piehler, Shorewood Public Library, WICopyright

1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the VHS Tape edition.

Ages 4-8. In a very funny trickster tale, Anansi the Spider outwits all the great galumphing gullible



animals, including Elephant, Hippo, Warthog, and even the stupid king. Hiding inside a melon, the

wily spider tricks the animals, one by one, into believing that the melon can talk, and what he says is

usually an insult. The setting is vaguely tropical, and Stevens' double-page comic illustrations show

the furious animals in all their ridiculous contortions as they try to work out what's going on with the

swelling luscious fruit that is badmouthing them. The melon's most outrageous insult is that the

animals are stupid enough to talk to melons. With perfect pacing and repetition and with surprising

reversals up to the very last page, this is a great choice for reading aloud and storytelling. Hazel

Rochman --This text refers to the VHS Tape edition.

Kids love the pictures and the antics of the 'trickster' Anansis and how his friends respond.

Excellent product and service! Recommend highly!

I use this book as an extension of the Junior Great Books program, which includes Anansi stories.

My 2nd graders just love the stories, and the illustrations in this story are excellent. We made this

book a gift to the class.

That Anansi is such a scoundral!!After boring into one of Elephants melons, he eats himself too big

to get out!! So, Anansi waits to get thing again...Only, he's bored! So he decides to amuse himself at

Elephant's expense... and Hippo's...and Warthog's...Well, you get the idea.This is a cute story about

a trickster spider. Janet Stevens' illustrations are, as always, excellent. Anansi is not just a regular

spider. Stevens gives him expressions and a personality. You wind up laughing with Anansi's

pranks. Very well done!I would definitly recommend this book. I read it to a group of young school

age kids - 5-9. They could kinda tell where the story was going, but were more than willing to sit for

the ride.

Loved this book as a child and impulse-bought it out of nostalgia but I have no regrets!

I love Anansi stories! My son and I enjoyed this book...

Children love the Anansi books.

Perfect
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